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Abstract
We have developed an application called JuxtaPinch that allows users to share photos on multiple devices, i.e. mobile phones and tablets, while being collocated. JuxtaPinch employs simple and intuitive interaction techniques, e.g. pinching to connect devices, and it enables flexible physical positioning of devices and supports partial photo viewing. JuxtaPinch further enables users to use their own devices and access photos stored on own devices. In the Interactivity session, audience members can explore and view photos with friends and colleagues using different devices and experience defamiliarization and playful interaction with the photos – aspects that we have uncovered during lab and field studies of JuxtaPinch.
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Introduction
Research within mobile HCI has recently begun to explore and study opportunities and challenges of user interaction across several mobile platforms. Often referred to as multi-device interaction or cross-device interaction, this enables new and interesting application...
areas, e.g. taking and sharing photos. Collocated photo sharing plays an important role both socially and for the individual, developing people’s self-image, as well as creating and strengthening relationships within social groups [7]. While online photo sharing Internet technologies, e.g. Instagram or Flickr, have gained huge success over the last years, these online photo sharing technologies lacks the richness of the social interaction that occurs when people share and view photos while being collocated. As a consequence, HCI is witnessing a growing interest in collocated sharing of photos through different kinds of mobile and pervasive technologies [2, 4], and more studies have investigated how to overcome and address some of the inherent problems when sharing photos with others on small screens on mobile devices [1, 6]. But we still lack technologies that can be used in real situations for collocated photo sharing on multiple devices.

In this paper, we present a multi-device platform application called JuxtaPinch that supports collocated photo sharing on multiple devices – both mobile phones and tablets (and different mobile operating systems). JuxtaPinch allows flexible positioning of devices next to each other and stitching their display areas together through a cross-device pinching gesture.

**Motivation**

With the rapidly increasing proliferation of smartphones and tablets in people’s everyday lives, it is now not uncommon to have several devices at one’s immediate disposal. Also, we bring and use these personal (and shared) technologies in many everyday life situations while being alone and together with other people. Research within HCI has started to explore a new class of “multi-device applications” that allow users to link individual mobile devices and use them as one joint interface. Examples of this include Pass-Them-Around by Lucero et al. [2], Junkyard Jumbotron by Borovoy & Knep [5], and Pinch by Ohta and Tanaka [4]. These all create and make use of larger screen real estate by physically placing a number of mobile devices next to each other and treating their combined display surface as joint. However, we address and provide solution for three opportunities within collocated photo sharing applications namely 1) flexible positioning of devices in relation to each other, as seen in [5], but combined with the simple interaction mechanisms for aligning and connecting devices without any external hardware [2, 4], 2) partial viewing of photos where parts of the photo can be left out and finally, 3) multi-device collocated photo sharing applications that works across different mobile operating systems.

**JuxtaPinch**

JuxtaPinch supports collocated photo sharing and exploration on multiple handheld and mobile devices. JuxtaPinch combines juxtapositioning, which is the act of positioning objects (i.e. devices) side-by-side, and pinching, which is the act of stitching devices together. We designed JuxtaPinch to support flexible positioning through pinching of juxtaposed devices and furthermore it supports partial viewing of photos by scaling the photo to fill all available screen real estate. The fundamental idea of JuxtaPinch is that photos from one device can be split across multiple devices (i.e. mobile phones and tablets), as illustrated in figure 1, by connecting them through the act of pinching.

Otha and Tanaka [4] argue that cross-device pinching resembles the action of stitching something together, and JuxtaPinch employs pinching as a simple technique.
for connecting devices. Basically, JuxtaPinch combines several screens (devices) to appear as one screen (as illustrated in the pictures in figure 1). This means that a photo shown on the system will extend over a multitude of devices. JuxtaPinch basically offers three different functionalities for exploring photos over several devices namely selecting a new photo, connecting devices, and disconnecting devices.

JuxtaPinch allows the users to select photos among the photos stored in the library on the device. Users can access the gallery of their device and choose any photo from it. When a new photo has been chosen, all connected devices will disconnect such that the system provides a clean screen to build the new photo.

Figure 2: The implemented pinching techniques in JuxtaPinch: One-hand pinching, two-hand pinching, and two-step pinching.

We included three different but related pinching techniques to allow flexibility when connecting devices. Thus, JuxtaPinch integrates the following techniques: One-hand pinching, two-hand pinching, and two-step pinching. Inspired by Otha and Tanaka [4], we implemented one-hand pinching where users typically use their thumb and index finger on the two devices. The user then slides the fingers towards each other to connect the devices at the adjoining edges. Two-hand pinching inspired by Lucero et al [2] uses two hands. Here the users typically uses index fingers on both devices and slides them towards each other. Finally, we developed a two-step pinching technique during the testing phase of JuxtaPinch. Here the user slides his index finger to the edge of one device and then afterwards to the edge of the other device. We chose to allow all three pinching techniques because we were not interested in assessing or comparing these individual techniques, but instead interested in the use of multi-device applications enabled (for studies on pinching techniques please refer to [2, 4]).

JuxtaPinch allows users to remove and reposition devices when exploring photos. In order to reposition (or remove) a device, the user simply moves or lifts the device. Inspired by the repositioning in Otha and Tanaka [4], we utilize the accelerometer and gyroscope to detect movement as it is recognized as both tilting the device from side-to-side or top-to-bottom as well as acceleration on all axes.

In order to illustrate how JuxtaPinch can be used to explore photos while collocated, we include the following short use scenario (supported by the illustrations in figure 3). At the top left, we have a photo of a flower shown on one device. (a) Two devices are connected through pinching and the photo is shown across two devices (#1 and #2). (b) A third device is connected which now shows the lower part of the photo (the pot). (c) A fourth device is connected which makes the photo bigger (#4 is pinched together with #2) – this also rotates the photo 90 degrees. (d) Finally, device #2 is removed which creates a hole between the devices, as they are no longer positioned side-by-side. As it can be seen from the scenario, JuxtaPinch allows users to explore photos in many different ways including partial viewing where only selected parts of the photo is visible on the included devices.

Figure 3: Scenario of use
Demonstration
We have presented JuxtaPinch that enables collocated photo sharing among people. JuxtaPinch allows users to share photos from one device across several devices including mobile phones and tablets.

In the demo and experience session at MobileHCI, audience members can explore and view photos with friends and colleagues using their own devices – setting up and connecting to JuxtaPinch will be simple through a website. Additionally, the researchers behind JuxtaPinch will provide additional devices – primarily tablets – to enable the audience to fully explore the application using many devices.

We have evaluated JuxtaPinch in a study with 22 participants and we found that the unification of multiple screens can change the perception of familiar photos – known as defamiliarization and the combination of several screens does not simply equal the same experience as a bigger screen. Finally, we found that partial viewing of photos encouraged playful sharing of photos where our participants would intentionally attempt to create funny situations in the photos. Our findings are further illustrated in [3].

Conclusion
We developed an application called JuxtaPinch that allows users to share photos on multiple devices, i.e. mobile phones and tablets, while being collocated. JuxtaPinch employs simple and intuitive interaction techniques, e.g. pinching to connect devices, and it enables flexible physical positioning of devices and supports partial photo viewing, and JuxtaPinch further enables users to use their own devices and access photos stored on own devices.
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